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A thorough analysis of the human being body's vital factors and how to
use them in your favor in combat handgunning and all types of hand-to-
hand combat situations. Must reading for armed service combat
specialists, martial artists and the ones interested in self-defense.
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Awesome Book I love this book mainly for the photos and nostalgia, since
its from the old days when I was a kid.exactly what intended to get out
of this book. The writer mentions how you will probably get beaten if
you try most of it and searching back, I question if he even realized
why, as in, I wonder if he understood he'd been taught a bunch of
worthless stuff. It's okay to go on your shelf and does have some useful
information, but learn how to train in a way that will allow you to
develop striking skills, instead of relying on the suggestions in this.
I think it covers the right striking targets, which pays to, of course.
The majority of the stuff here is about the, "If he will this, then you
can do this," type of thing & most of it really is not that effective.
Stick to a concept/principle-based martial art or fighting style class
and dietary supplement that with teaching books/videos on the same or
similar subject region. This book will probably be worth buying. This is
simply not a book on how best to take somebody out with a flick of the
finger. This is very important to know in a genuine life or death
scenario. I must say i don't think these methods of protection reflected
a high level of skill or understanding during publication. Great
reference for self-defence (like Krav Maga)Also I'm a knife fighter
enthusiast. Nearly as dramatic as the name and the picture imply.. Some
points require a blow from a trained person, but still useful for the
novice with a weapon. Good read, mostly effective Most of the techniques
in this book do not require much practice or teaching. Not really worthy
of reading. Was it well worth the purchase price?This is a good book
(and series) but I would suggest reading with the figurativeGrain of
salt, because whilst every move referred to is technically
effective,They're not absolutely all practical, plus some have better
alternatives. Did I learn stuff?..Others are HIGHLY specialized, and
circumstances forTheir use usually do not seem likely to occur outside
of the Dojo.That said, if those conditions did arise... The movesShown
would be very effective! Yes I think so. Extremely useful for eomen..
GREAT FIRST AMENDMENT STUFF Not for beginners! Essential get for martial
artist This book is merely great. no reason never to know great Alamo 94
5/5 Extremely useful for eomen For anyone thinking about self-defense
this manual is vital. But the author explains everything very simply and
with diagrams. If I wasn't taking fighting techinques though, I wouldn't
know what he intended by "knife hand" or "hammer fist". Which book has a
excellent scheme of the primary arteries/vessels and how deep you should
go to cut them. I do like searching at it. It's for the martial artist
to learn where to strike and what damage you could possibly perform. If
it weren't an antique, I'd put notes in pencil informing potential
readers of my copy what not to do next to many of the techniques for
defense. It tells you the vital factors and how to strike them. Thumbs
up Five Stars Very great book!This book made everything that I learn in
Krav Maga make scientific sense. Helped me improve where I will hit, how
I should hit, and especially, where I should avoid being hit. Brief but



to the point It is a short book (92 pages) mainly covering many various
disadvantages of the body for hand to hand combat plus some information
on points of shoot for gun fighters. He does not describe (from what I
possibly could tell) how to preform these strikes. pretty useful I like
this publication because its right to the point without too much flowery
language. Very empowering. Good for the person who has already
established a little training without education in the weak point of
your body or road fighting... That being said, most of the defense
methods will get you hosed if you're facing a skilled aggressor. Very
Nice I'm a skilled TaeKwon-Do fighter and now I'm into Krav Maga. It's
very technical at some factors (I don't know very many anatomy terms).
Nonetheless it teaches the fastest ways to avoid an aggressor without
them recovering to keep attacking. It not only teaches how exactly to
do.. Not really worthy of reading. Yes I did so.
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